ABSTRACT

California is regularly affected by floods and droughts, primarily as a result of too many or too few atmospheric rivers (ARs). This study analyzes a 2-decade-long hourly precipitation data set from 176 California weather stations and a 3-hourly AR chronology to report variations in rainfall events across California and their association with ARs. On average, 10–40 and 60–120 hours of rainfall in southern and northern California, respectively, are responsible for more than half of annual rainfall accumulations. Approximately 10% to 30% of annual precipitation at locations across the state is from only one large storm. On average, northern California receives 25 to 45 rainfall events annually (40% to 50% of which are AR-related). These events typically last longer and have higher event-precipitation totals than those in southern California. Northern California also receives more AR landfalls with longer durations and stronger Integrated Vapor Transport (IVT). On average, ARs contribute 79%, 76%, and 68% of extreme-rainfall accumulations (i.e., top 5% events annually) in the north coast, northern Sierra, and Transverse Ranges of southern California, respectively.

The San Francisco Bay Area terrain gap in the California Coast Range allows more AR water vapor to reach inland over the Delta and Sacramento Valley, and thus influences precipitation in the Delta’s catchment. This is particularly important for extreme precipitation in the northern Sierra Nevada, including river basins above Oroville Dam and Shasta Dam.

This study highlights differences between rainfall and AR characteristics in coastal versus inland northern California—differences that largely determine the regional geography of flood risks and water reliability. These analyses support water resource, flood, levee, wetland, and ecosystem management within the catchment of the San Francisco Estuary system by describing regional characteristics of ARs and their influence on rainfall on an hourly time-scale.
1 INTRODUCTION

California’s precipitation is vital to its people, agriculture, and ecosystems—and dictates its frequent flooding and (when lacking) droughts. A large part of California’s annual precipitation totals arrives in only a few large storms, which introduces large interannual rainfall variability (Dettinger et al. 2011). The large storms are most often associated with atmospheric rivers (ARs) that are long, narrow regions of intense horizontal water vapor transport, typically associated with extratropical cyclones (Zhu and Newell 1998; Ralph et al. 2004, 2006, 2018a; Neiman et al. 2008; Dettinger et al. 2011; Rutz et al. 2014; Waliser and Guan 2017; Glossary of Meteorology 2017).

Many previous studies have documented the effects of ARs on extreme precipitation and flooding around the world (Dettinger and Ingram 2013; Lavers et al. 2013; Lavers and Villarini 2015; Waliser and Guan 2017; Paltan et al. 2017). Particularly over the US West Coast, ARs contribute greatly to annual precipitation accumulation and streamflow generation (Neiman et al. 2008; Guan et al. 2010; Dettinger et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2013; Konrad and Dettinger 2017), and play a critical role in ending drought episodes (Dettinger 2013). ARs are also responsible for extreme precipitation and major floods as well as flash floods, landslides, and debris flows in this region (Ralph et al. 2006, 2013; Neiman et al. 2011; Dettinger and Ingram 2013; Lamjiri et al. 2017; Young et al. 2017; Oakley et al. 2017).

Lavers et al. (2016) have demonstrated that, at least times of several days, water vapor transport—a defining characteristic of ARs—can be predicted more accurately than precipitation. This ability to better forecast ARs, together with the critical influence of ARs on California’s water resources, has inspired many efforts to integrate AR forecasts into reservoir-management strategies (FIRO Steering Committee 2017). In utilizing AR forecasts, it is important to identify region-specific precipitation characteristics of—and responses to—variations in AR characteristics. Such characteristics may include AR orientations, durations, or intensities; and variations may yield extreme precipitation and floods in one region, while causing only moderate or weak precipitation over nearby areas (Ralph et al. 2003; Neiman et al. 2011; Hughes et al. 2014). An important example of this is the role of the gap in coastal terrain near the San Francisco Bay, which recent studies have found allows greater water vapor transport in ARs to penetrate inland into the Central Valley and enhance precipitation in the Sierras (Neiman et al. 2013; White et al. 2015). These studies are particularly important in California, where future increases in heavy precipitation and horizontal water vapor transport are projected in a warming climate (Dettinger 2011; Lavers et al. 2013; Warner et al. 2014; Dettinger 2016; Hagos et al. 2016; Polade et al. 2017; Espinoza et al. 2018).

Most studies have explored California’s precipitation using 6-hourly, daily, 3-day, monthly, or longer time-scales of precipitation. As a result, some temporal characteristics of individual precipitation events such as duration have been only coarsely resolved. To extend understanding of such precipitation characteristics and their association with ARs, this study analyzes 2 decades of hourly precipitation observations from 176 California weather stations in the context of a 3-hourly AR chronology. In particular, this study addresses three questions:

1. Which regions in California receive the most extreme rainfall events, and how do rainfall characteristics differ regionally?
2. What is the contribution of ARs to rainfall and extreme rainfall events at hourly time-scales?
3. How does extreme rainfall in different regions depend on the intensity of arriving ARs?

Precipitation extremes are central to California’s water resources, floods, and ecosystems, and the more precisely we understand their details, the better we will be able to anticipate and manage the state’s resources and hazards.
2 DATA AND METHODOLOGY

2.1 Hourly Rainfall Observations

This study uses a data set of quality controlled hourly rainfall observations from the Remote Automated Weather Station (RAWS) network (Brown et al. 2011) produced by Oakley et al. (2018). The data set contains observations from 137 RAWS stations that have at least 80% complete October–May data between 1995–2016. While all measurements of precipitation in any month are analyzed here, the requirement that missing measurements be limited is based on October–May records because most of the annual precipitation in California falls during that season. RAWS began as a fire-weather network and its stations tend to be located in remote areas with high-altitude, complex terrains that typically are not well sampled by other networks, which instead focus more on population centers and transportation corridors (Myrick and Horel 2008). Thus, the RAWS network provides useful information in areas where much of California’s precipitation falls.

In addition to the RAWS data set, hourly precipitation observations from California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS; http://www.cimis.water.ca.gov/) are included to provide coverage in the Central Valley and other agricultural areas. These observations are processed for quality and accuracy, and flagged accordingly, before being stored in the CIMIS database. After removing observations flagged as missing or inaccurate, 39 CIMIS stations are also included here. Thus, the 176 RAWS and CIMIS stations cover most regions in California; however, gaps exist in the southeastern deserts, and no coverage in the high elevations of the Sierra Nevada where the presence of snowfall is a complicating issue.

Precipitation gauges in the RAWS and CIMIS networks are unheated and thus are unreliable monitors of frozen precipitation. All of the 176 stations are located below the mean freezing level (1,700 m) in the Sierra Nevada, to reduce measurement problems associated with snowfall and subsequent melt. Furthermore, precipitation measurements coincident with air temperatures below 0°C (as an estimate of frozen precipitation) are excluded from the analysis. Therefore, the focus of the current study is precipitation in the form of rainfall rather than snow.

2.2 Chronology of California’s AR Landfalls

In recent years, research groups using differing detection algorithms and data sets have developed a number of different AR chronologies (Ralph et al. 2018b; Shields et al. 2018). The AR landfall chronology this study uses is based on the methodology of (Rutz et al. 2014) as applied to the NASA Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA-2) data set with 3-hourly temporal resolution and 0.5° latitude by 0.625° longitude spatial resolution (retrieved from http://www.inscc.utah.edu/~rutz/ar_catalogs/merra_0.5/). This chronology offers a high temporal and spatial resolution that is important for the current study to capture AR variability in relation to hourly precipitation.

The methodology of (Rutz et al. 2014) catalogs ARs as features in vertically integrated vapor transport (IVT) fields that have IVT rates \( \geq 250 \text{ kg m}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1} \) and are at least 2,000 km long. This catalog was compared with a number of other leading AR catalogs and key re-analyses, and was found to represent other analogous AR detection tools (Ralph et al. 2018). In the current study, an “AR event” is defined as the continuous presence of AR conditions above a grid point. Based on this definition, ARs may exist for only one 3-hourly time-step and still be considered an event. This allowance for shorter-duration AR events is applied for two reasons: (1) rainfall events are defined based on hourly observations and are not required to meet a minimum duration requirement (see Section 2.3, “Delineation of Rainfall and Extreme Rainfall Events”). Therefore, for consistency, inclusion of very short AR events is preferred, and (2) requiring that AR events be arbitrarily long would significantly reduce their perceived frequencies, more so in inland than coastal regions, and would result in under-attribution of rainfall events to AR influences.

2.3 Delineation of Rainfall and Extreme Rainfall Events

Using hourly rainfall observations for the period of 1995–2016, and following the methodology of
Lamjiri et al. (2017), a “rainfall event” is defined here as a period of continuous rainfall with at least 5 mm of rain accumulation over the total event period. As delineated here, a rainfall event is separated from others by at least 6 hours with no precipitation. For each rainfall event, event-total rainfall (mm) is defined as accumulated rainfall from the beginning to the end of the event; event-duration is the total number of hours with non-zero rainfall (h); event-average intensity is event-total rainfall divided by event-duration (mm h⁻¹); and event-maximum intensity is the largest hourly rate of rainfall during the event (mm h⁻¹). In this study, rainfall events with the 5% largest event-total rainfall annually are considered extreme. This 5% threshold is an arbitrary indication of large storms. However, we acknowledge that not all 95th percentile rainfall events yield severe hydrological effects or activate geomorphologic processes.

2.4 Delineation of AR-Related Rainfall

In this study, at each station, a rainfall event is considered to be “AR-related” if AR conditions are present over the MERRA grid cell nearest to the station during at least 50% of the duration of the rainfall event. Based on this definition, an AR-related rainfall event may overlap with one or more distinct AR events. Requiring the presence of AR conditions overhead, rather than considering landfall conditions at the nearest coastal grid point, is relatively restrictive. This criterion overlooks the fact that some ARs do not remain as coherent and continuous features once they penetrate inland, although still being related to the same atmospheric phenomenon and providing the same moisture (Albano et al. 2017). However, attending to AR conditions overhead avoids overestimation of AR effects on in-land extreme precipitation, because most ARs tend to decay by orographic rain-out over coastal regions, and result in less frequent and weaker AR conditions further inland. Moreover, coastal topography can directly affect inland penetration patterns of ARs, and, therefore, some inland areas might be more influenced by ARs than others, based on the location of gaps in the coastal topography.

Meeting the requirement of the presence of AR conditions during at least 50% of the duration of rainfall events is harder in northern than southern California, because rainfall events last longer in northern California (see “3.1 Characteristics of Rainfall and Extreme Rainfall Events, 1995–2016” and Figure 1C). Consequently, even though some long rainfall events include precipitation more accurately attributed to ARs, if they do not meet this criterion, they are misclassified as non-AR rainfall.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Characteristics of Rainfall and Extreme Rainfall Events, 1995–2016

There are important distinctions between characteristics of northern and southern California rainfall events (north and south of 37.5°N, respectively, following the methodology of Kim et al. (2013)). These distinctions result in different associated hydrologic effects, and require adjusted water- and flood-management strategies. In general, northern California receives more than twice as many rainfall events per year (25 to 45) as southern California (2 to 15; Figure 1A). Rainfall events in northern California generate a median of 10–22 mm rainfall per event, where higher values of event-totals are associated with events along the north coast and some stations in the northern Sierra and northern Central Valley. Rain-shadowed regions of north-easternmost California generally experience smaller rainfall events, with a median of 8–10 mm rainfall generated per event. Southern California rainfall events have lower median event-totals (10–14 mm per event) than those in northern California (10–22 mm per event), with the exception of some parts of the Transverse Ranges, which receive a median of 20 mm rain per event (Figure 1B).

Rainfall events in northern California are significantly more persistent (at 95% confidence level, based on the Mann–Whitney U test [Mann and Whitney 1947]) than those in southern California, with median event durations in the range of 10–14 and <5–11 hours, respectively. Rainfall events are particularly more persistent along the north coast (with median event-duration of 13 to 14 hours; Figure 1C), where frequent AR landfall occurs every year during the cool season. These ARs usually yield relatively long and moderately intense rainfall events in this region.
Median values of event-maximum, and event-average rainfall intensities are significantly (at 95% confidence level, based on the Mann-Whitney U test) greater in southern (3.5–6 mm h\(^{-1}\) and 1.0–2.0 mm h\(^{-1}\), respectively) than northern California (3–4.5 and 0.8–1.6 mm h\(^{-1}\), respectively; Figures 1D and 1E). High-intensity rainfall events in southern California are mostly related to short-duration, high-intensity thunderstorms in the summer and autumn seasons. Because of a lower number of rainfall events per year in southern California, and the shorter duration associated with these events, annual total rainfall is much lower in this region than in northern California. Southern California, and the Transverse Ranges in particular, regularly suffer flash floods, shallow landslides, and debris flow associated with short but intense rainfall events, while northern California experiences fewer instances of flash floods, but often faces regular river flooding associated with AR-driven rainfall (Oakley et al. 2017; Young et al. 2017).

Using daily data, Dettinger et al. (2011) determined that 50% of California’s annual precipitation accumulation falls over the course of only 5 to 15 days (Figure 2A and 2B; from Figure 2C of Dettinger et al. [2011]). Using hourly observations, we extend these results for total rainfall, instead of total precipitation (i.e., not including snowfall), to show in Figure 2C that 50% of annual rainfall accumulation comes from only 10 to 40 and 60 to 120 non-zero rainfall hours in southern and northern California, respectively. In fact, the rainfall event with the largest event-total rainfall each year contributes a median of 15% of annual rainfall accumulation in northern California and more than 30% in
in northern California and more than 30% in southern California (Figure 2D). Converting the daily precipitation values by Dettinger et al. (2011) to hourlies by simply multiplying them by 24 hours per day (Figure 2A and 2B) overestimates the number of hours that contribute half of the total precipitation. This is mainly because a median rainfall event in California lasts less than 18 hours (Figure 1C). Consequently, the largest differences between Figures 2A and 2C are located over the (northeastern-most) parts of California with the shortest average rainfall events, lasting only 8 to 12 hours.

Lamjiri et al. (2017) used coarsely gridded (2° latitude by 2.5° longitude) hourly precipitation observations to show that along the U.S. West Coast, and especially in California, event-total rainfall is more strongly correlated with event-duration than with event-maximum or event-average intensity. Figure 3 is a generalized confirmation of that result using station-based observations. Kendall’s Tau Correlation coefficients ($r$) are used here to allow for hourly precipitation data that is not necessarily normally distributed. The non-parametric correlations between event-total rainfall and duration range mostly from 0.5 to 0.7 across California (Figure 3A) with the exception of some rain-shadowed regions of the Central Valley and southeastern California, where correlation coefficients decline to about 0.3 to 0.5. Correlation coefficients between event-totals and event-maximum precipitation intensities decay from coastal (~0.5–0.65) to inland regions (~0.4–0.5). As Lamjiri et al. (2017) found, correlation coefficients

![Figure 2](image-url) (A) Median and (B) average number of hours (days x 24) per year generating 50% of total precipitation, 1951–2008 (see Figure 2C in Dettinger et al. 2011), (C) median number of hours generating 50% of annual total rainfall, 1995–2016, and (D) median fraction of annual total rainfall from the largest rainfall event, 1995–2016. A large portion of annual rainfall totals in California falls during only a few hours, highlighting that California’s large interannual variability of annual rainfall totals strongly depends on a few big storms.
between event-total rainfall and event-duration are significantly (based on Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests) greater than those between event-total rainfall and event-maximum intensities (Figure 3D), especially in northern California. However, these findings are more subdued in the current study, where non-parametric statistics are used.

Relatively strong correlations between event-totals and event-maximum precipitation intensities, shown in Figure 3B, indicate that in addition to event-durations, event-maximum rainfall intensities play an important role in modulating event-total rainfall in coastal regions. Moreover, moderate yet significant (at 95% confidence level) correlations between event-durations and event-maximum intensities exist in the north coast, at some stations in the Sierra Nevada, and in the Transverse Ranges (Figure 3C). Therefore, longer rainfall events in these regions can also experience larger hourly intensities, and thus may lead to even greater event-total rainfall.

Median characteristics of extreme rainfall events compared to those from all rainfall events are shown in Figure 4. Based on the definition of extremes used in “2.3 Delineation of Rainfall and Extreme Rainfall Events,” extreme rainfall events produce from 3 to more than 5 times larger event-total rainfall. Extreme rainfall events also last 1.5 to 4.5 times longer and have event-maximum intensities 1 to 2.5 times greater compared to median characteristics of all rainfall events. The ratio of the median of event-total rainfall from extreme events to the median value from all rainfall events in general
must, by the definition of extreme events, be greater than 1. Median event-durations and event-maximum intensities, however, are not necessarily constrained to be larger in extreme events. Nonetheless, the lack of white symbols in Figures 4B and 4C indicates that extreme rainfall events are almost always longer and more intense than rainfall events in general. Event durations are particularly long for extreme events across almost all of California.

3.2 Characteristics of AR Landfalls from 1995–2016

Figure 5 presents median characteristics of AR landfalls for the period of 1995–2016. The median number of AR events per year declines from 55 along the northern California coast to 10 in southern California (Figure 5A). In general, AR events persist overhead for a median of 12 hours along the north coast compared to about 9 hours in the southern Sierra Nevada and southern California (Figure 5B). Median AR event-maximum IVT values are greater than 400 kg m\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\) along the north coast and decline toward the southern Sierra Nevada and southern California, where average values are about 280 and 340 kg m\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\), respectively (Figure 5C). AR event-average IVT shows the same patterns as event-maximum IVTs but with lower magnitudes (Figure 5D). These AR characteristics (i.e., AR median event-duration and event-maximum and event-average IVT intensities) are significantly different (at 95% confidence level, based on the Mann–Whitney U test) in northern and southern California, where distinct rainfall characteristics are also observed, as discussed in “3.1 Characteristics of Rainfall and Extreme Rainfall Events, 1995–2016.”

3.2.1 Impacts of the San Francisco Bay Area Gap on Inland AR Characteristics

One interesting feature—highlighted by the black oval in Figures 5A, 5C, and 5D—is the enhanced penetration of AR vapor through the gap in the coastal terrain near 38°N, referred to as the San Francisco Bay Area (SFBA) gap. Neiman et al. (2013) first linked the inland penetration of ARs through this gap to the precipitation distribution across the interior of northern California. They showed that as the low-level moisture from ARs penetrates through this gap, it contributes to the moistening and deepening of the Sierra Barrier Jet, which transports the moisture northward up to the Central Valley and yields precipitation in this region. White et al. (2015) documented that as a result of penetration of ARs through this gap, northern Sierra sites received precipitation compositions similar to those over coastal regions of northern California during AR
landfalls. In Figures 5A, C, and D, using a high-spatial-resolution AR chronology, we extend these results and highlight the enhancement of inland AR vapor transport through the SFBA gap based on the composite characteristics of AR events. Because ARs penetrate through this gap, a region of more frequent AR landfalls with higher maximum and average IVT intensities originates from the gap and reaches inland and northward up to the northern Central Valley. Seasonal analysis of AR characteristics over California (not shown here) confirms the presence of this region of intense AR conditions during all seasons, but with greater duration and IVT intensities during December–January–February (DJF).

### 3.3 Contribution of ARs to California’s Rainfall

About 10% to 30% of rainfall events in southern Sierra and southern California, to 40% to 55% of those in the northern Sierra and central and northern coastal regions, are associated with ARs [Figure 6A]. These AR-related rainfall events contribute from 20% to 40% of annual rainfall accumulations in the southern Sierra and southern California, to up to 70% of those along the north coast (Figure 6B). Comparing values presented in Figure 6A and 6B highlights that AR-related rainfall events generally yield more event-total rainfall than non-AR rainfall events. We found in this study that the contribution of AR-related rainfall events to annual rainfall accumulations broadly agrees with that found by Rutz et al. (2014), but are slightly higher than those reported by Dettinger et al. (2011). These differences are likely produced by different AR chronologies used in these analyses, and different methodologies adopted to define rainfall events and attribute rainfall to ARs.

![Figure 5](image_url)  
**Figure 5** (A) Median annual number, (B) durations, (C) event-maximum IVT, and (D) event-average IVT of AR events, 1995–2016. The shading in panels C and D represent the median magnitude of AR event-maximum and average IVT fields (regardless of their directions), whereas the vectors represent the median direction of maximum and average IVT fields, with the length of vectors corresponding to the median magnitude of directional maximum and average IVT fields. The black ovals in panels A, C, and D indicate the penetration of ARs through the SFBA gap.
Nonetheless, the north–south gradient of AR contributions to annual precipitation accumulations is consistent with previous studies, with more contributions to northern than southern California precipitation accumulations. These results also highlight the decline in AR-related rainfall over the inland areas as a result of AR decay, in line with the findings of Rutz et al. (2014). The broad agreement between the findings of this study based on hourly rainfall observations and previous studies based on daily precipitation observations increases confidence in the use of both hourly and daily precipitation data sets.

Figure 6  Median contribution of ARs to (A) the total number of rainfall events and (B) annual rainfall accumulations from all rainfall events at each station. Note that all rainfall events are required to generate at least 5 mm of rainfall per event. Rainfall events associated with ARs range from 10% in southern California to 55% in northern California, which contribute to 40% to more than 70% of annual rainfall totals in southern and northern California, respectively.

Figure 7 compares median precipitation totals, durations, and maximum intensities of AR-related rainfall events with those from non-AR events. AR-related rainfall events are generally longer than non-AR events, especially in southern California. Maximum rainfall intensities associated with AR-related rainfall events are slightly higher than those of non-AR rainfall events, except for rain-shadowed regions of northeastern and southeastern California and the Central Valley. In general, AR-related rainfall events generate from 1.2 to more than 2.5 times more event-total rainfall than non-AR events.

Figure 7  The ratio of median (A) event-total rainfall, (B) event-duration, and (C) event-maximum intensity of AR-related rainfall events to those of non-AR rainfall events. AR-related rainfall events are generally longer, with higher event-maximum intensities, and generate 1.2 to more than 2.5 times larger event-total rainfall than non-AR rainfall events.
3.4 Contribution of ARs to California’s Extreme Rainfall

The previous sections addressed rainfall events, both large and small. Here, we turn to the largest 5% of rainfall events. Stations located in the north coast, northern Sierra, and the Transverse Ranges (shown in Figure 1A) experience the largest extreme rainfall-event totals in California. Overall, 77%, 71%, and 58% of extreme rainfall events over these regions are associated with ARs, respectively, which contribute 79%, 76%, and 68% of rainfall accumulations from all extreme rainfall events (Figure 8B).

The hourly data used here allows us to more precisely explore, in Figure 8C and Table 1, how AR-related extreme rainfall events over all three regions generate larger event-total rainfall than non-AR extreme events. Over the north coast and northern Sierra, AR-related extreme rainfall events are shorter, on average, than non-AR extreme events (Figure 8D). However, AR-related extreme rainfall events over these regions have larger maximum rainfall intensities and result in higher amounts of event-totals compared to non-AR extreme rainfall events.

Extreme rainfall events in the north coast and northern Sierra are generally longer than those in the Transverse Ranges, but have lower maximum (and average; not shown) rainfall intensities. In particular, the median duration of non-AR extreme rainfall events in the north coast and northern Sierra Nevada are 18 hours (86%) and 12 hours (57%) longer than those in the Transverse Ranges, while their maximum intensities are 1 mm h\(^{-1}\) (13%) and 1.3 mm h\(^{-1}\) (16%) lower, respectively. The considerably longer duration of non-AR extreme rainfall events in the north coast and northern Sierra Nevada results in higher median extreme precipitation totals in these regions compared to those in the Transverse Ranges (by 56% and 41%, respectively) even though they do not have rainfall intensities as high (Figure 8, Table 1). Unlike non-AR extreme rainfall events, the median duration of AR-related extreme events in the north coast and northern Sierra Nevada are only 35% and 23% longer than those in the Transverse Ranges. Maximum rainfall intensities of AR-related extreme events are larger in the Transverse Ranges than in the north coast and northern Sierra, which, combined with their relatively long durations, result in the largest AR-related extreme rainfall events in this region. Though the Transverse Ranges receive the largest extreme rainfall events, in general, such events are about three times less frequent in this region than in the north coast and northern Sierra Nevada.

Figure 9 shows averages of daily IVT and integrated water vapor (IWV, the total amount of water vapor in the atmosphere above a point on the surface) for days of AR-related extreme rainfall events. The IVT composite averages for extreme rainfall events over the northern Sierra, on average, are supported by a longer plume of more intense IVT than those associated with extreme rainfall events over the north coast and Transverse Ranges (Figures 9A–C). The IVT and IWV composites for the northern Sierra extreme events feature ARs that penetrate inland through the SFBA gap, and highlights the importance of this gap on extreme precipitation in the northern Sierra and northern Central Valley. IVT composites associated with extreme rainfall in the Transverse Ranges display weaker IVT intensities than those in the northern Sierra and north coast, partly because average IVT values are larger over northern than southern California, in general.

Daily-averaged 500-hPa geopotential height fields are also calculated and displayed as black contour lines in Figure 9 to illustrate the large-scale atmospheric-circulation patterns associated with AR-related extreme rainfall. The 500-hPa geopotential height composites feature a trough (where height contours bow southward) over the North Pacific, and a ridge (where height contours bow northward) over the western U.S. (Figures 9A and 9B). Winds about 5 km above sea level roughly follow these contours (on average during the AR-related rainfall extremes) so that this pattern indicates flows over the central California coast proceeding from southwest to northeast, perpendicular to the coastal mountain ranges in northern California. This pattern favors orographic precipitation enhancement in these regions. The 500-hPa geopotential height composite associated with extreme rainfall over the Transverse Ranges shows a deeper trough over the North Pacific (Figure 9C). This pattern favors southerly flow into...
Figure 8  (A) Spatial map of stations on the north coast, northern Sierra, and Transverse Ranges, (B) percentages of extreme rainfall accumulations (bars) and number of extreme rainfall events (markers) associated with non-AR and AR-related extreme rainfall events, and box and whisker diagrams of (C) event-totals, (D) durations, and (E) maximum intensities of extreme rainfall. The solid-ground boxes in panels C, D, and E represent non-AR extreme rainfall events, whereas the hatched boxes represent those associated with ARs. The lower whisker, lower edge of the box, upper edge of the box, and the upper whisker represent 5th, 25th, 75th, and 95th percentiles, respectively. The median and mean of distributions are shown by horizontal black lines and yellow dots, respectively. Extreme rainfall events show distinct characteristics in different regions of California, with the Transverse Ranges AR-related extreme events generating the largest event-total rainfall and largest event-maximum intensities, compared to those on the north coast and northern Sierra.

Table 1  Median characteristics of AR and non-AR extreme events on the north coast, northern Sierra, and Transverse Ranges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Median extreme event–total rainfall (mm)</th>
<th>Median extreme event–duration (h)</th>
<th>Median extreme event–maximum intensity (mm h(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Non-AR</td>
<td>% Difference*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Coast</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Sierra</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse Ranges</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* % Difference= [(AR-related extreme rainfall characteristic) −(non-AR extreme rainfall characteristic)]/(AR-related extreme rainfall characteristic) ? 100.
the east–west oriented mountains of the Transverse Ranges, favorable for orographic precipitation in this region.

The largest differences between IVT composites of the northern Sierra and north coast exist at the SFBA gap (Figure 10). This highlights that—among ARs making landfall along the northern California coast—the difference between ARs producing extreme precipitation over the northern Sierra Nevada (and affecting the Delta) and those producing extreme precipitation over coastal regions of northern California, the greater penetration of IVT is through the SFBA gap. The SFBA gap and inland AR penetrations associated with it are important for the geography of flood risks and water reliability along the Sierra Nevada front and Central Valley. Weather forecasters have long recognized this, and it is an example of why not all ARs equally affect this part of California.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed roughly 2 decades (1995–2016) of hourly rainfall observations at 176 stations across California, as well as a 3-hourly AR landfall chronology, to describe how large storms—and especially ARs—affect California’s rainfall regime. Our study complements the existing literature on California’s precipitation and ARs by focusing on hourly characteristics of rainfall events and extremes, and on their links to ARs, a subject that has previously been addressed in less temporally resolved data sets and at regional scales. Using hourly observations, we find that annual rainfall in California is even more volatile than has been
documented in the literature, because at many locations just one storm contributes up to 25% of the total annual rainfall. Our study also highlights differences between extreme rainfall characteristics in different regions of California and identifies some characteristics of ARs that contribute the most to extreme rainfall events.

Northern California generally receives a larger number of rainfall events annually with longer durations but smaller event-maximum rainfall intensities than does southern California. Almost all across California, event durations dominate rainfall-event precipitation totals more strongly than maximum intensities. Nonetheless, in coastal regions, maximum intensities also play important roles in determining event-total rainfall. Across California, ARs contribute to extreme rainfall, with larger contributions in northern than southern California. In northern California, AR-related extreme-rainfall events are slightly shorter than non-AR extreme events on average, but have larger maximum intensities, enough larger so that AR extremes have larger event totals than do non-AR extremes. In contrast, in the Transverse Ranges of southern California, AR-related extreme rainfall events are both longer and have higher maximum intensities than non-AR extreme events, which together yield the largest extreme event-total rainfalls in the state.

ARs associated with extreme rainfall events in northern California have stronger IVTs than those in southern California, following the general pattern of AR landfalls with stronger IVTs in northern than in southern California (Rutz et al. 2014: 201; Dettinger et al. 2018). Vapor transports in ARs that yield extreme rainfall along the northern California coast, on average, approach somewhat more from the southwest than other directions, and thus are perpendicular to coastal topography in the northern Coastal Ranges. The vapor transports in southern California ARs associated with extreme rainfall, on the other hand, approach more from the south, and thus also perpendicular to the Transverse Ranges in southern California. These orientations particularly favor the generation of orographic precipitation in these regions.

The SFBA gap in coastal northern California topography plays an important role in northern California’s inland precipitation distributions by allowing more IVT from AR landfalls near San Francisco to penetrate into the Central Valley and Sierra Nevada. ARs that instead cross the major coast ranges lose more of their vapor through rain-out before reaching the Sierra Nevada. Here, we extend on these results found by previous studies (Neiman et al. 2013; White et al. 2015) and show that the largest differences in IVT magnitudes of ARs that yield extreme rainfall along the north coast and northern Sierra Nevada are located at this gap, highlighting the importance of the gap and ARs penetrating there for flood risks and water-reliability in the northern Sierra Nevada, Central Valley, and, ultimately, in the Bay and Delta.

These kinds of findings provide improved scientific foundations that potentially can be valuable for water-management and flood-risk-mitigation strategies throughout the state. They also offer insights into storms that pose the greatest flood and landslide risks, as well as the storms that are most likely to prevent or mitigate drought conditions.
One of the major limitations of our current study is its lack of attention to frozen precipitation. Deployment of more instruments that can reliably measure both frozen and unfrozen precipitation at hourly levels in regions with frozen precipitation will be a valuable addition to the existing observation network. Higher-resolution models and targeted observation networks (White et al. 2013; Ralph et al. 2014, 2016) will be needed to more fully characterize both the effects and the ability to forecast the effects of topography and finer-scale atmospheric mechanisms on extreme AR-related rainfall events.
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